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Introductions! Yes – we’re cool people!
This interactive session will allow for the opinion and expertise of 2 Agile enthusiasts!
Bob Phillips – MBA, PMP, PMI-ACP, CSP (CSM+CSPO), ICP-ACC/TF, LeSS
• Lead Scrum Master / Coach using Scrum to manage a transformation
• Helped many teams transform from Waterfall to Agile
Nitin Khanna – PMI-ACP; ICP-ACC/TF; CSP (CM+CSPO); PSPO II; PSM III, PSD I; LeSS; SPC; SPS
Plank Owner (via Scrum.Org Nexus)
• Currently supporting agile strategy at a pharmaceutical Client
• Seen struggling implementations, thriving implementations as well as hyperproductive teams
• Seen great teams take a nose dive
 Notice the palindromes? – 2 perspectives 1 philosophy! It works!
Other Agile LCI Members –
Marcel Bautista | John Hudson | Gerald Peyton | Mital Vora
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Agenda
1. What is needed for the introduction of agile to be successful in an
organization
2. Determine whether “Agile” practices may be a good fit for their
initiatives?
3. Some pain points in the industry.
4. Understand how agility can be introduced into an Organization – “topdown” or “bottom-up” or “stealth”
5. What makes “self-organizing teams” thrive or fail?
6. Hear anecdotal stories of how agility was introduced, thrived or evolved
at different companies.
7. Better assess what to look for in Agile Coaches, Product Owners, Scrum
Masters, and Dev Team Members
8. Understand how an external Agile Coach works with Scrum Teams
9. Understand the offerings of a few coaching institutions (ORSC, ACI, ICF,
etc.) and why they matter.
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What is needed for the (successful) introduction of
Agile?
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Buy-In”
Financial support
A leap of faith
Execution
Sustaining the initiative by Change Agents
Accommodating for disruptions

Should we end the presentation here and go home?
OR
Should we go a bit deeper and stay curious?
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Industry Surveys – Agile Methodologies Used

Note: Scrum is considered a “framework” and not a “methodology”
Source: 11th Annual VersionOne Survey
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Some Industry Surveys – ScrumAlliance

The 2016 State of Scrum Survey
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Agile Manifesto = Values
We are uncovering better ways of developing
software by doing it and helping others do it.
Through this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on
the right, we value the items on the left more.
Principles behind the Agile Manifesto
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How do Agile Values align with your organization?
Understanding your organization will help you understand how agile will be accepted
Organization
Type

Leadership
Style

Drivers

Metaphor

Teal

Evolutionary

Purpose

Living Organization

Green

Pluralistic

Relationships

Family

Orange

Achievement

Results

Machine

Amber

Conformist

Roles

Army

The evolution of consciousness
is accelerating even faster

Source: Frederic Laloux – Reinventing Organizations,
plus Wilber, Kegan, Cook-Greuter, Graves, and Beck
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Teal

Impact Driven
Agile

Green

People Driven
Agile

Orange

Results Driven
Agile

Amber

Tradition Driven
Agile

How do Cultures support the Agile Values?
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
*Responding to change over following a plan
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
Processes and tools over Individuals and interactions
Comprehensive documentation over Working software
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Following a plan over Responding to change
Source: Frederic Laloux – Reinventing Organizations,
plus Wilber, Kegan, Cook-Greuter, Graves, and Beck
Mapping of Agile Manifesto Dajo Breddles
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What can attendees take back?

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan

Question: Is your Organization leaning left or leaning right?
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Lean Left:

Lean Right:

Startups

Heavily regulated industries

Companies that have experimented

Companies in the early stages of adoption

Change is welcome

Resistance to change
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What can attendees take back? – Quick Exercise
What would help you tomorrow?
Question: Is your Organization leaning left or leaning right?
(Look at handout provided)
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Some pain points in the industry
Culture (63%) and Lack of experience (47%) are the top 2 reasons for concern

*Respondents could make multiple selections
Source: 11th Annual VersionOne Survey
Sep 19, 2017
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How do you introduce Scrum into an Organization?

Top Down
- This is a push system
- Some scaling models such as SAFe are designed this way
Example: Salesforce.com took a plunge and converted the entire R&D
organization overnight. They had 45 1-hour meetings and had people take CSM
training. It took 4 months to have people see the transition was worth the effort.
94% of employees would recommend agile and time to market improved
by 61%
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How do you introduce Scrum into an Organization?

Bottom Up
•
•
•
•

This is an organic system
Startups benefit from this
Try something new
Learn quickly with less red tape

Example: A Wealth Management Company on the East Coast wanted to
introduce Scrum into the Organization. They identified 1 initiative with 1 team
and co-located them.
The adoption was declared a success after a few months and the
Company continues to grow organically.
Sep 19, 2017
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How do you introduce Scrum into an Organization?

Stealth
•
•
•
•

Done more informally, but with discipline
You’re already doing it
Needs patience
No formal lingo needed

Example: A global Pharmaceutical Company on the East Coast was trying to
introduce Scrum where there was little to no buy in.
Let’s try Scrum! – No!
How about something Agile? – No!
How about iterative development? – What’s that?
Sep 19, 2017
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What can attendees take back?
What would help you tomorrow?
Ask questions throughout to get a show of hands –
• How many are doing a top down approach
• How many are doing a bottom up approach

Should we ask about stealth?
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What is Integral?
Integral: “[possessing everything essential or significant;
complete; whole.”
A comprehensive framework that incorporates essential perspectives,
schools of thought and methods into a comprehensive meta-map, giving
each a place and relationship to others.

There are 3 fundamental perspectives
• 1st person – How I see it, what I experience
• 2nd person – How WE interact, what we value together
• 3rd person – Tangible realities viewed factually
References
• Integral Model Developed by Ken Wilber
• Michael Spayd has applied this Integral
model to agile transformation work
which is part of his new book.
Sep 19, 2017
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4 Quadrants - Areas to examine
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4 Quadrants - Mindset
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Strong

Mindset “I”
What does high performance look like through each window?
Healthy

Sep 19, 2017

Unhealthy

 . Embrace Agile Principles and Values

 . Blame

 . Courage

 . Judgment

 . Collaborative Leadership / Supportive

 . No Ownership

 . Software Craftsmanship

 . Control

 . Continuous Learning

 . Rock stars

 . Open to New Ideas

 . Unsupportive

 . Willing to Change

 . Complacent

 . Empowerment

 . Over worked and Overwhelmed

 . Focus

 . Masking Incompetence

 . See Others Point of View

 . Forced Conformity

 . Additional items…

 . Additional items…

Weak
Average
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Mindset “I”
Example of how you approach this:
• Our team went around the table to share
“Healthy” and “Un-Healthy” Mindset
characteristics. After the list was complete we
compared it to the Integral Agile Presentation
that was reviewed during the last
Retrospective. Do not share this until the
team completes their own lists.
• When the lists were completed we voted on
each Healthy item using fist-of-five voting
where 1 = poor adoption and 5 = superstar
adoptions
• For Un-Healthy we used Roman voting to
indicate if we are OK - Neutral - or NOT OK.
While voting we also identified items that fell
outside of Mindset where P = Practice
Sep 19, 2017
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4 Quadrants - Practices & Roles
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Strong

Practices & Roles “IT”
What does high performance look like through each window?
Healthy

Unhealthy

 . Daily Scrum

 . Late to Meetings

 . All Scrum Ceremonies

 . Team Members Not Attending

 . Defined Roles on the Team

 . Lack of Working Software

 . Good Tools – Well Used

 . Team Silos

 . People Working Together

 . Waterfall Sprints

 . Face-to-Face Communication

 . Partial Credit for Stories

 . Coaching

 . Vanity Metrics

 . Customer Collaboration

 . Status Charts / Reports

 . Additional items…

 . No Stakeholder Collaboration

Weak
Average

 . Distributed Teams
 . Additional items…
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4 Quadrants - Team Relationships
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Team Relationships and Culture “We”
What does high performance look like through each window?
Healthy

Sep 19, 2017

Strong
Weak
Average

Unhealthy

 . Celebrating

 . Blame

 . Friendship

 . Cliques – Bad Mouthing

 . Depend On Each Other

 . Requirements Changing in Sprint With NO
Reduction of Other Work

 . Laughter

 . No Stakeholder Participation

 . Collaboration

 . Silos

 . No Fear to Fail

 . Lack of Trust

 . Socialize Outside Work

 . “I” Mentality

 . Empathy

 . Bullying

 . Impact Feedback

 . Lack of Respect

 . Team Interact with Stakeholders

 . Apathy

 . Additional items…

 . Additional items…
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4 Quadrants - Environment
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Strong

Environment “ITS”
What does high performance look like through each window?
Healthy

Sep 19, 2017

Weak
Average

Unhealthy

 . Stocked Break Room

 . Component Team

 . Flexible Work Schedule

 . Compliance (too much) Security

 . Co-location

 . Reward culture of heroics

 . Continuous Integration

 . Staffing Challenges

 . Tooling Support

 . Detailed Time Tracking

 . Open Space

 . No Management Buy-in

 . Flexible Work Locations

 . Cube Farm

 . Recreation Areas

 . Unsafe Working Conditions

 . Allow Experiments

 . Quiet (no talking loud)

 . Feature Team

 . Rigid Time Frames

 . Additional items…

 . Additional items…
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What does “self organizing” mean?
What makes them successful? What makes them fail?
Scrum intentionally does not define what “self-organizing” means.
There are a few models (E.g. Tuckman – Forming, Storming, Norming,
Performing) that allude to this.
An empowered Scrum Master or external Coach will usually get to the following • Team norms
• Team agreements
• A conflict resolution model

Sep 19, 2017
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Sample Team Norms
Consider the following --
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Sample Team Working Agreements
Consider the following --
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Sample Conflict Resolution Model
Where are we on this issue?
• Reflect
• Acknowledge
• Act

Use any model!

Sep 19, 2017
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Why do most organizations choose Scrum?
Most organizations live in a Predict and Plan World
BUT our World is changing too fast to keep pace…
In order to compete Organizations need to be able to
Sense and Respond to Change!

Source: www.thefinancialbrand.com

Organizations need a capability
that can do this!
Source: www.haikudeck.com
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Agile Roles Interlock
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Product Owner
Great Product Owners must be these things to the team:
• Communicates the product vision
• Makes all decisions and trade-offs to deliver business value, including
when to stop development
• Fully present with the team to engage in conversations and makes daily
decisions as they arise to keep team moving forward
• Fully invested in the product. Have burden of being the one person who is
ultimately responsible for the business results

Sep 19, 2017

Things to watch for:
 Respected by
Stakeholders
 Not Order Taker
 Clear Vision
 Spend time only in
What and Why & stay out
of How
 Says No
 Respects Team
 Available
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Scrum Master
Great Scrum Masters must be these things to the team:
•

Mature enough to help team self-organize (more about that later)

•

Deep understanding of Agile Values and Principles

•

Manages balance between Coaching, Mentoring, Training, and
Facilitating

•

Servant Leader –standing up for team member’s potential. The ultimate
test is whether people leave you better than when they came.

•

Catalyst Leader – as a change maker having a vision for how the
process can be improved to enhance team performance.

Sep 19, 2017

Things to watch for:
 Respected by Product
Owner and Team
 Process Expert
 Knows when to get out of
the way
 Protects the team
 Available
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Agile Manager*
Typical managers have been trained and measured on achieving results
on behalf of the team. By focusing on milestones, delivering at all costs
and making decision for the team when they feel dates are in jeopardy.
In Agile:
• Responsibility for delivering shifts to the Team and Product Owner
• Job shifts to people development and removing impediments from
the team’s or organization.

Things to watch for:
 Respected by the Team
 Does not interfere with
Agile Process or during
Events
 Does not blame the team
for failures
 Helps the team learn from
mistakes
 Encourages innovation
 Encourages development

• Enable conditions for team high performance.
• Drive toward the creation of a healthy results-producing ecosystem.
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DEV Team Member: QA Skills
In Agile move from Testing Workhorse to Quality Consultant
• Testers are leaders not the previous victims of Waterfall!!!
• Person most knowledgeable about testing and their job is to consult
others about testing strategies and teach the developers some new
tricks.

Things to watch for:
 Respected by the Team
 Does not do all the testing
 Helps the team discover
better test scenarios
 Available

• Consult with the Product Owner and Stakeholders about how to
formulate good acceptance criteria.
• Oversee how things are tested.
• Look at quality throughout the Sprint – not just at the end.
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DEV Team Member: Tech Coach*
• Takes satisfaction in the achievement of others
• Knows how to Mentor
• Creates overall boundaries to ensure technical integrity
• Facilitate robust technical discussions and create a
Craftsmanship Culture rather than making most of the
decisions themselves.
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Things to watch for:
 Respected by the Team
 Does not assign work
 Helps the team discover
solutions
 Resists telling how to do
the work
 Technical expert
 Available
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Tools a Coach can use > StrengthsFinder
Reveal the System!
Most Organizations have some way of assessing a
psychological profile. When used with teams, slowly blends
into unspoken norms and corporate culture!
E.g. StrengthsFinder is based on decades of research by Dr.
Clifton and Tom Rath.
It quickly identified your top 5 (of 34) strengths. Cost is approx.
$10/person.
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StrengthsFinder > A Light Example

What would happen if a member of the team took a 2-week vacation?
Hint: Which one team member will leave a significant gap when away?
Sep 19, 2017
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StrengthsFinder > A Light Example

If Team Member #2 leaves, there is a significant gap under the “Influencing grid”
What about Team Member #4?
Sep 19, 2017
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StrengthsFinder > A Light Example

If Team Member #4 went on vacation or left, the team could still continue without significant issues.
The “Relationship Building” and “Strategic Thinking” grid are still strong.
Sep 19, 2017
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Typical Agile Maturity in an Organization
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Coaching Institutions – Agile or Otherwise
What do they offer and how are they different?
• There are various certifying bodies offering knowledge on agile practices such as Scrum (E.g.
CSM, PSM, PMI-ACP, etc.)
• Most certifying bodies do not go deeper into organizational change and culture
• Scrum is intended to be and does get disruptive – the individual, a Team, the Program and
Organization has to be prepared for this
• People in HR are also starting to get more familiar with the following training institutions (next
slides)

Trying to bring any methodology, framework which that comes with disruption
will be painful. Look for skillful Change Agents that come with skillsets that can
ease the pain!
Sep 19, 2017
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Coaching Institutions – Specific to Agile
What does it mean to be an Agile Coach? – A model from ACI
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Coaching Institutions – Specific to Agile
A model from ACI – a class example with Michael Hammond and Michael Spayd
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Coaching Institutions – Agile or Otherwise
• International Coach Federation (ICF)
The ICF is the leading global organization dedicated to advancing the coaching profession
by setting high standards, providing independent certification and building a worldwide
network of trained coaching professionals.

• Coach Training Institute (CTI)
Founded in 1992, the very first organization accredited by the ICF and the largest in-person
coach training school in the world.
 Proven whole-life coaching approach enables people to achieve success and fulfillment
in their work and life through a powerful coach/client alliance

• Organization and Relationships System Coaching (ORSC) – for Organizational Change
ORSC is an integrated and robust coaching model based on Relationship Systems
Intelligence™
Sep 19, 2017

 ORSC specifically works with pairs, triads, teams and other groups!
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Summary – Putting it all together
• Is your organizational environment conducive to agility?
 E.g. Leaning left or right?
• Are you ready to embark on a painful journey? Or are you already in it?
 Industrial data on pain points
• How can things can be introduced?
 E.g. Top down / Bottom up / Stealth
• Know your roles
 E.g. Internal Vs. External Team Members
• Do you know your team?
 E.g. A model such as StrengthsFinder
• Get Help!
 Coaching Institutions
Sep 19, 2017
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Contact Information
• Nitin Khanna
Pminj.agile@gmail.com

• Bob Phillips
Rj.phillips@ymail.com
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References / Resources
• Books
• Reinventing Organizations – Frederic Laloux
http://www.reinventingorganizations.com/
• Coaching Agile Teams – Lyssa Adkins
http://www.coachingagileteams.com/
• Guides
• Scrum Guide – Ken Schwaber and Jeff Sutherland
http://www.scrumguides.org/index.html
• Presentations
• Agile / Scrum Overview Presentation at PMINJ – Nitin & Bob
October 20, 2015: http://www.pminj.org/15-mtg/10njmtg.mr
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AGILE MANIFESTO
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it.
Through this work we have come to value:

Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
Working software over comprehensive documentation
Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
Responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.

Twelve Principles of Agile Software
Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer
through early and continuous delivery of
valuable software.
Welcome changing requirements, even late in
development. Agile processes harness change for
the customer's competitive advantage.
Deliver working software frequently, from a
couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a
preference to the shorter timescale.
Business people and developers must work
together daily throughout the project.
Build projects around motivated individuals.
Give them the environment and support they
need, and trust them to get the job done.
The most efficient and effective method of
conveying information to and within a
development team is face-to-face conversation.

Working software is the primary measure of
progress.
Agile processes promote sustainable
development. The sponsors, developers, and
users should be able to maintain a constant pace
indefinitely.
Continuous attention to technical excellence and
good design enhances agility.
Simplicity – the art of maximizing the amount
of work not done – is essential.
The best architectures, requirements, and
designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to
become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its
behavior accordingly.
http://agilemanifesto.org
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AGILE MANIFESTO IMPLICATION
Is your Team, Program or Organization leaning left or right?

Score

Score

_______

Individuals and interactions

over processes and tools

______

_______

Working software

_______

Customer collaboration

over contract negotiation

______

_______

Responding to change

over following a plan

______

over comprehensive documentation ______

|
LEFT

|

RIGHT

TOTAL

|

TOTAL

?

|

?

*Instructions: Add a +1 to the left OR the right of each value (row). The maximum score would
be +4.
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